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ABOUT US

Alexandros Koutsonasios
Master in Software Engineering 

10 years of experience developing native 
mobile apps for iOS, specializing in Swift, 

Objective-C, SwiftUI and UIKit 

Jan Grüner
Master in Computer Science

14 years as a software developer, 10 years of 
experience developing native mobile apps for 

Android, specializing in Java and Kotlin

https://www.xing.com/profile/Alexandros_Koutsonasios
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexandros-koutsonasios
https://www.xing.com/profile/Jan_Gruener
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jan-gr%C3%BCner-7267aa12a/


Börsennews App
 4,4 / 5,0 

 → design, conception and implementation of 
the Android and iOS app for Markets Inside 
Media GmbH

 → includes stock exchange prices, financial 
news, watchlists, depots, alarm functions, 
discussion forums, interactive charts, etc.

 → more than 1 million users in Germany
 → awarded several times as “Google Top  
Developer”

FollowFin App 

 → design and implementation of the Android 
and iOS app for Markets Inside Media GmbH

 → gaming app for virtual trading with stocks, 
funds, currencies and commodities

 → users compete against each other in game 
rounds and can win prizes

 → also contains comprehensive news, real- 
time quotes and performance data for  
securities

CREDENTIALS



TravelDeals24 App
 4,6 / 5,0 

 → design, conception and implementation of 
the Android and iOS app for TravelDeals24 
GmbH

 → includes travel deals, flights and hotels from 
over 100 providers

 → more than 1 million users in Germany,  
Austria, Switzerland, Great Britain, USA and 
Canada

Makedonia Palace App 

 → design, conception and implementation of 
the Android and iOS app for the luxury hotel  
“Makedonia Palace” in Thessaloniki, Greece

 → contains extensive hotel information,  
social media channels, interactive map, live  
weather data and animated picture gallery

 → highlight: interactive control of the hotel 
rooms by the guest – light, air conditioning 
and heating can be controlled via the app

CREDENTIALS



Amazon Price Alert App 
 4,6 / 5,0 

 → design, conception, implementation and 
marketing of the Android and iOS app as 
own project

 → includes wish lists and price alerts
 → users can set individual price thresholds and 
will be notified as soon as the price for the 
respective Amazon item has dropped

 → more than half a million users in USA and 
Germany

Youtuber Apps “Ben” and “Echtso”

 → design, conception, implementation and 
marketing of the Android and iOS app as 
own project

 → includes aggregated social media content  
of the respective YouTube creators

 → users can comment on the content, network 
and participate in real-time discussions

 → marketing through native forms of  
advertising, as well as by sending broadcast 
news

CREDENTIALS



Hellany GbR

b Palmkernzeile 11, 10245 Berlin
P +49 176 31117824
- a.koutsonasios@hellany.com
T www.hellany.com

Member of the Federal  
Association of  
Digital Economy

CONTACT US

mailto:a.koutsonasios%40hellany.com?subject=Project%20Request
https://www.hellany.com/
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